BOYS SUMMER SCHOOL UNIFORM

**Hat**
The school hat is compulsory and must be worn

**HAIR**
Hair must be short and neat

**SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT**
Short sleeve button front shirt – colour school blue. To be tucked into school shorts

**ELASTIC WAIST SHORT**
Elastic waist short - colour school grey. To be tucked into school shirt

**Additional Items/Accessories**
Zip Front Jacket or Crew Neck Sweat Both can be worn with Track Pant or Sport Short

**GREY SOCKS**
Turn Over Socks

**SCHOOL SHOES**
Polished Black Shoes
GIRLS SUMMER SCHOOL UNIFORM

HAIR
Hair must be worn off the face. Hair shoulder length or longer should be tied back using appropriate black or royal hair accessories.

Hat
The school hat is compulsory and must be worn.

SUMMER TUNIC
Regulation stripe tunic. Length may be no shorter than knee height when kneeling, the hem should touch the ground.

Additional Items/Accessories
Zip Front Jacket or Crew Neck Sweat Both can be worn with Track Pant or Sport Short

WHITE SOCKS
Turn Over Socks

SCHOOL SHOES
Polished Black Shoes